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Abstract:
The article deals with accuracy of the attitude measurement by means of vertical gyros or
artificial horizons using the gyros with three degrees of freedom. More specifically, the
instrumental accuracy is analyzed for which the so called remanent angles are characteristic: they are given by both the factor of friction in the bearings of the Cardan’s suspension, and amplification of the correction device.
I. Introduction
In the bearings of Cardan’s suspension of vertical gyros or artificial horizons an undesired
friction arises the factor of which impacts against the movement of the Cardan’s frames’
shafts, since also against the moment of the correction device. The correction device of the
vertical gyro serves to suppress the drift caused by the Earth rotation, the flight round the
Earth and some constructional deficiencies. With classic vertical gyros, there is a sensor of
the local vertical declension on the
inner Cardan’s frame, most often
in the form of an electrolytic or
mercury level (see Figure No. 1).
The signal from the sensor is then
passed to the torque motor the
moment of which induces the gyro
precession in the direction to suppress the declension of the gyro
rotation axis from the centroidal
axis.
An important diagnostic test of
quality of the corrected vertical
gyros can be the so called comeback trajectory of the gyro rotation main axis from the given iniFigure No. 1: Correction device of the vertical gyro
tial position into the local vertical
direction as a consequence of causation of the correction device. The trajectory and the come-back time of the gyro rotation
main axis informs on the quality of the Cardan’s suspension’s bearings, the quality of the
trim of the whole gyroscopic junction, and the propriety of function of the correction device. Therefore it represents important diagnostic information often used in operation of
vertical gyros.
II. Vertical gyro with a proportional correction device
In mathematic description of dynamic behaviour of the vertical gyro, an abbreviated form
of the so called technical equations of the gyro is used:
(1)
M x = H ⋅ β& , M y = − H ⋅ α& ,
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where H is the gyro moment of momentum and
α& and β& are angular speeds of the gyro rotation
around the rotation axes X and Y of the fixed system of co-ordinates. The moments of the correction device M kx and M ky the sensor of which is
an electrolytic level are described in the proportional part of the characteristics (approx. +/-0,5o)
by the formulas: M kx = −k x ⋅ β , M ky = k y ⋅ α ,
where k x , k y is amplification of the correction
devices belonging to the X a Y axes, it means to
the longitudinal and transversal axes of the aircraft co-ordinate system, and α , β are deviation
angles of the gyro rotation main axis from the
direction of the local vertical axis around the X
Figure No. 2: Angles and angular speeds
and Y axes. The α and β angles are orientated
of the gyro axis movement
angles of rotation the sign +/- depends on the
direction of the deviation of the gyro moment of momentum from the vertical position. The
moments of friction in the Cardan’s suspension bearings can be held for the moments of
dry friction and mathematically described by means of the signum function, it means by
the formulas: M tx = − f tx ⋅ sign(α& ), M ty = − f ty ⋅ sign β& , where f tx a f ty are coefficients the

( )

value of which expresses the quality of the bearing and the extension of its load. The friction moments and the moments of the correction device impact on the gyro and cause its
precession movement which can be described by a shortened form of technical equations:
− k ⋅ β − f ⋅ sign(α& ) = H ⋅ β& , k ⋅ α − f ⋅ sign β& = − H ⋅ α& .
(2)
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This pattern of equations can be
calculated both by simulation on
analogue or digital computers, and
analytically.
In analytic calculation, the signum
function can be replaced by the ±1
value in which the ± sign is determined by the initial A and B angles.
For example, if the initial orientated
A angle has the plus sense, the
come-back angular speed has the
minus sense and its signum is -1.
The sense of the angular speed vector does not change during the
come-back into the vertical.
The initial angles of position of the
gyro rotation axis A and B and the
Figure No. 3: The trajectory of the gyro axis come-back
angular speed α& a β& when the correction works is depicted in the Figure No. 2. The equations No. 2 can be transformed into
the form:
ky
k
dβ
dα
= − x ⋅ (β m f tx k x ),
= − ⋅ (α ± f ty k y ).
(3)
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H

and integrated for the conditions that apply to individual quadrants.
If the members f tx k x = β r , f ty k y = α r are interpreted as the so called remanent angles
and the members Tkx = H k x , Tky = H k y as time constants, the equations No. 3 after the
integration acquire the form
β (t ) = (β − β r ) ⋅ e −t T + β r , α (t ) = ( A + α r ) ⋅ e
x

−t Ty

− αr

(4)

or, after the parameter t has been omitted, the form:

β = (B − β r ) ⋅ [(α + α r ) ( A + α r )]k

x

ky

+ βr .

(5)

A figural interpretation of the come-back trajectory course, it means the β (α ) angle according to the equation No. 5, is presented in the Figure No. 3. It is obvious that the friction moments acting in the Cardan’s suspension bearings influence significantly the accuracy of measurement of the angles of position by the vertical gyro since they – together
with the amplification of the correction device – determine the size of the remanent angles.

III. Vertical gyro with integral correction
By operation of the disturbing
constant moment M v , the proportional correction device of
the vertical gyros has a settled
deviation α ust given by the
Figure No. 4: Proportional-integral correction with a switch-off

formula α ust = M v k kz

where

k kz is the amplification of the
correction device. To remove
this settled deviation, correction devices with integral correction are used. The block
scheme of the vertical gyro with integral correction is presented in the Figure No. 4.

Figure No. 5: Scheme to simulate the come-back of the vertical gyro axis with integral correction in
the background SIMULINK

The signal is passed from the sensor of the gyro axis deviation from the vertical direction
(e.g. of an electrolytic or mercury level) onto the torque motor of the respective correction
not only through the proportional member characterized by the amplification k kz but also

through the integration member with the amplification k i . From the transfer functions of
such a vertical gyro
p ⋅ k kz ki + 1
a
p (ki ⋅ H )
α ( p) = 2
⋅ ( p) + 2
⋅ M v ( p)
(6)
p ⋅ H ki + p ⋅ k kz ki + 1 g
p ⋅ H ki + p ⋅ k kz ki + 1
results that the settled deviation of the moment transfer equals zero. The analytic calculation of the come-back trajectory, it
means also the remanent angles,
would be in this case more complicated.
The course of the come-back trajectory and the remanent angles
can be simply determined in the
background SIMULINK (see the
simulation scheme in the Figure
No. 5).
From the results of the simulation
of the come-back vertical gyro
trajectory results the fact that the
integral correction does not influence the remanent angles which
remain in the settled state the same
Figure No. 6: Trajectory of the come-back
as with the entirely proportional
of verical gyro with integral correction
correction (see the Figure No. 6).

IV. Conclusion
• Remanent angles are given by the ratio of the friction moment of Cardan’s suspension bearings and the amplification of the correction device (of longitudinal or
transversal correction).
• The remanent angles delimitate the close space in which the correction device is
not able to lead the gyro rotation main axis, it means that they represent the static
accuracy of the vertical gyro.
• Usually the ratios between the friction moments of the bearings and the correction
amplifications are chosen in such a way that the remanent angles are insignificant.
To check the functional propriety of the vertical gyro correction, it is sufficient only
to measure the come-back speed of the gyro rotation main axis and to check the
quality of the bearings, e.g. during a conic movement.
• The integral correction does not influence the size of remanent angles.
• If the gyroscopic junction is properly dynamically and statically balanced, it is not
necessary to add an integral correction to the vertical gyro since the settled deviation caused by the static disturbing moments will be minimal.
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